In an Era of Autonomous Vehicles, Rails are Obsolete
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Abstract

In few years autonomous vehicles will be nothing special in many countries. These vehicles will noticeably change the worldwide transport market. One of the noteworthy changes will be the leaving behind of rail systems, because of a number of essential rationales. The most significant rationales are: (a) Autonomous vehicles are much safer than trains and the chances for a car accident will be very low. (b) Traffic jams and congestions will be considerably reduced, so they will not be a good enough reason for rails anymore. (c) Modern autonomous cars pollute Earth's atmosphere roughly just as rails pollute and both of the pollutions have been significantly reduced. (d) Disableds will prefer autonomous cars over rails.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, most of the countries maintain rail systems and even subsidized them because of four main rationales:

A. If some of the passengers in the vehicles travel by trains, the roads will be less congested [1].

B. There are people who are not capable to drive because of a disability or because they are tired or drunk and trains can be an answer for their transportation needs [2].

C. The passengers of many cars can be put in one train, so less air pollution will be generated [3].

D. Trains considered as a safer means of transportation because statistically there are less accidents and fatalities in rail systems compared to vehicles we have today [4].

Nowadays, some of these rationales can be to a certain extent applicable. However, when autonomous cars are available, these rationales will not be relevant anymore. In Phoenix, autonomous vehicles of Waymo, will be available with no driver as early as 2018 [5]. In this paper we will explain why all of the rationales for rails are not applicable any longer.

Each of the sections in this paper from 2 to 5 clarifies why the rationales listed above from A to D (relatively) are not valid rationales for rails in a world with autonomous vehicles.

2. Autonomous Vehicles are not Less Safe than Rails
The question whether trains are safer than private cars is far from certain. In 2015, there was a much smaller number of fatalities in rail accidents than the number of fatalities in vehicle accidents. 35,092 people died in The United States in highway crashes during 2015, whereas only 749 people died in The United States in rail related accidents in the same period [6].

However, currently the travels in the US are mainly undertaken by cars; whereas rails carry only a small fraction of passengers. According to the US Department of Transportation, 3,130,509 million miles were traveled on US highway system in 2015; whereas rails were the means of transportation for only 532 million miles that were traveled in the same period [7].

Rail accidents are usually rarer, but when rail accidents happen, statistically more people will be killed [8]. On the other hand, simulations of traffic accidents show that more damages are caused to car bodies in accidents, because they are feebler than rail bodies [9,10,11]. As a result, road crashes impose more significant costs. In point of fact, the annual cost of road crashes is USD $518 billion worldwide, costing individual countries from 1%-2% of their annual GDP [12].

In [13] the author claims that in cities where the rail transit is a major component of the transportation system, there will be 36% lower per capita traffic fatalities – 7.5 versus 11.7 annual deaths per 100,000 residents. So, in one way or another it is unclear whether the rail system is safer or not.

In spite of this uncertainty, numerous authorities in many countries accept as true that many lives can be saved by shifting some of the travels from private cars to rail systems.

As was explained above, it is unsure whether rail systems are a safer means of transportation; however, when autonomous vehicles are available, it will be unquestionable that autonomous vehicles are much safer [14,15,16]; Therefore, it is irrational to encourage people to travel in rails by subsidizing this more unsafe means of transportation. Experts believe that by automating driving, 95% of car crashes can be eliminated [17], because they will have many sensors [18,19,20] that will work in parallel and will never get sleepy.

On the other hand, rails will also become autonomous [21]; therefore, their safety will also significantly increase similarly to the increased safety of the autonomous vehicles.

Consequently, in the era of autonomous vehicles the answer for the question of which means of transportation is safer, will be that it is unlikely to die in road accident and it is hard to determine which means of transportation is safer because the number of accidents is extremely small.

3. Rails are not the Answer for Traffic Congestions

Different ways of driving and different responses to events in the roads by different drivers are the most common explanation for traffic jams and traffic congestions suggested by several studies in various countries [22,23]. In contrast, autonomous vehicles of even competing companies carry out the driving tasks very similar, so the nuisance of traffic congestions is going to be considerably relieved when the autonomous vehicles will be the standard vehicles.

Also, street parking takes up space that could be used for moving traffic [24], because an empty autonomous vehicle can move by itself to a remote parking which means uncomplicated increase of road capacity.

In addition, using the money saved from eliminating the subsidization of rail systems for expanding and constructing roads can also help to relieve congested roads. On the whole, all the countries except of Japan subsidize their rail systems. China finances $128 billion for rails each year [25], whereas Europe finances €73
billion for rails each year [26]. Practically, the subsidizations are a main financial share of rail system budgets almost in all the countries. Without these subsidizations almost no rail system can continue to exist. If the rail subsidizations are eliminated, the rail companies will not be able to pay their bills and they will go bankrupt because in point of fact rail systems lose billions of dollars every year. Only freight rails in a number of their lines in some circumstances can be profitable [27]. Closing rail systems will save billions of dollars of subsidizations and these saved billions of dollars can be invested in roads to facilitate alleviation of traffic congestions.

![Figure 1. Second Floor of Roads in Tehran, Iran](image)

In many places an expansion of the road is the most practical solution for traffic congestions [28, 29, 30]; however, there are places where the roads cannot be expanded because there are buildings near the roads or some other reasons. In roads where an expansion is impossible, a second floor of lanes should be built on the old road as an alternative for the expansion the same as was done in Kobe, Japan, Chicago, USA and many other places in the world [31].

Even third world countries like Iran have now roads with a second floor e.g. Iran built a second floor of traffic lanes on the highway goes across Tehran [32]. This second floor road is shown in Figure 1. In view of that, any road can be multiplied and the enlargement of the roads can be financed by the money saved from eliminating subsidization of rail systems.

4. Air Pollution of Rail and Cars are More or Less Equal

Modern vehicles are produced with advanced Catalytic Converters [33] and in most of the developed countries the installation of Catalytic Converter is enforced [34]. On the whole, modern vehicles, if kept in good condition, emit only a small amount of air quality pollutants [35]. In addition, in most of the developed...
countries, the selling of leaded fuel is forbidden. Lead is a potent neurotoxin and pollutant [36], so most of the developed countries enforce the usage of unleaded fuel and currently unleaded fuels are a widespread standard [37].

In contrast to the developed countries, many developing countries do not regulate the quality of the fuel traded in the gas stations; nor do they regulate the pollution level emitted by vehicles in their roads. In addition, because catalytic converters contain high-priced materials like platinum, palladium, rhodium and gold, stealing of catalytic converters are frequent and there were many cases that the vehicle owner has taken out the catalytic converter of his vehicle and has sold it [38]. In such cases, just the car owner has been paid for the catalytic converter, but his entire neighborhood has breathed the pollutants.

Usually, air pollution level is measured by the values of PM10 and PM2.5; whereas PM10 is particulate matter in diameter of 10 micrometers or less and PM2.5 is particulate matter in diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less [39], so PM2.5 can under no circumstances be greater than PM10.

The maximum legal level of air pollution is almost the same for the most part of the developed world. The World Health Organization requires a maximum level of 50 for PM10 [40], the United States standard is with accordance of this requirement [41]. The standard in most of Europe is more stringent requiring a maximum legal level of 40 for PM10 [42]. The maximum legal level of PM2.5 is 25. This maximum legal level is the same in The United States and Europe and it is with accordance of The World Health Organization maximum level requirement.

Figure 2. Vehicles Per Capita in the 5 Most Crowded Cities in the US

The United States have a very high number of vehicles per capita – 797 which is a much higher number than the common number of vehicle per capita in other countries; however, the average level of air pollution in the 5 most crowded cities in The United States (published by the World Health Organization [43]) are well below the maximum level of both PM10 and PM2.5. The numbers of vehicles per capita in
the 5 most crowded cities in The United States that were published by the Federal Highway Administration [44] are detailed in Figure 2; whereas the amount of pollutants in the 5 most crowded cities in The United States are detailed in Figure 3. So, despite the large number of vehicles per capita, The United States keep on high quality of air, even in the crowded cities.

In contrast, in many developing countries, the authorities disregard the regulations about air pollution if they exist at all. As a result, the air quality is unacceptably poor.

If we look for example at Pakistan, we will find that Pakistan has much higher concentrations of both PM10 and PM2.5. The data about the concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 is shown in Figure 4 and we can see that the concentrations are much higher than the maximum level required by The World Health Organization; however, it is amazing that Pakistan has only 13 vehicles per capita! [45] which is only 1.63% of vehicles per capita in The United States.

So the case of The United States shows that even large number of modern private vehicles almost does not pollute the air of the crowded cities. The reason for polluted air is for the most part generated by substandard vehicles, leaded fuel and fuels mixed with oils that are outlawed in developed countries. And so, the emission of the vehicles travel in Pakistan is not the explanation for the enormous immoderation in the concentration of pollutants in the air of Pakistan, but rather the quality and the condition of these vehicles.
Figure 4. Air Pollution in the 5 Most Crowded Cities in Pakistan

Besides, there are more whys and wherefores the poor air quality in Pakistan like inappropriate waste treatment as burning of waste as is shown in Figure 5. Also, emission of pollutants from industrial plants near living area contributes to the poor air quality in Pakistan.

The pollutants emitted from private vehicles have been considerably reduced during last years and so this notorious emission is no longer an acute concern. For that reason, it is irrational to devote billions of dollars so as to subsidize rail systems which will contribute almost no impact on air quality.

Figure 5. Improper Waste Treatment In Pakistan
5. Disableds Will Not Need Rails Anymore

Even people with disabilities or people working in an exhausting job will be capable to travel in a car without driving in the era of autonomous vehicles [46]; furthermore, trains arrive at a location usually not nearby the passenger destination, whereas shared autonomous vehicle can take the passenger very close to his destination and park itself in a remote location [47,48], so most of the passengers will prefer to travel by autonomous vehicles.

In addition, drunk, reckless, or distracted drivers are rarely aware that their unsafe way of driving can be very harmful. Many authorities endeavor to encourage these drivers to use public transportation like trains instead of driving their cars. These endeavors and efforts, for the most part, are a failure and a waste of money and there are still too many dangerous drivers in the roads, but when the autonomous vehicles are a norm, theses drivers will not drive their cars, but rather a robot will drive the cars and these dangers will be over [49].

The usage of autonomous vehicle will be prevalent soon, so then the needlessness of rail services afforded by government authorities will be unquestionable, because the number of the passengers will be extremely reduced.

6. Conclusions

Rails are a means of transportation that was first introduced more than 200 years ago [50]. The concept of trains is transporting many passengers from one central station to another central station. In an era of autonomous vehicles such a concept is obsolete and outdated. The motives for rails specified in the paper and are commonly accepted as compelling motives are no longer good enough and as a result, soon there will be no financial justification for rail systems.

Trains are much less comfortable and restful for passengers than autonomous cars. In addition, train stations are usually not nearby the passenger, so they should be used with another means of transportation so as to arrive at a train station; whereas autonomous cars do not have these connections which are irksome; therefore, autonomous car will gradually take control of the transportation market [51]. As growingly number of autonomous vehicles is on the roads, the rail systems will slowly but surely peter out.
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